Pro-grade Camera
Get ready for a camera so good, it can make
everyone a pro. Use a full kit of lenses
including wide, ultra-wide, and 64MP
telephoto to capture incredibly realistic
shots and light up the night in vivid colour
with night mode. You can also shoot once
and automatically capture the moment in
up to 14 ways with Single Take.

Pro-grade Video
Shoot with incredible detail in 8K¹ or smooth
the action with Super-Smooth video which
adapts to 60 or 30 frames per second² for
professional looking video worthy of the big
screen. With 8K video quality so sharp, you
can even pull a pixel-perfect 33MP still from
your video long after the moment’s passed.
30

Space Zoom 2.0
Get close with less pixelation with 3x optical
zoom. Get even closer with 30x Space Zoom
and capture all of life’s details.³

Portrait Mode
Hello gorgeous. The perfect lighting in
every portrait. Galaxy S21+ 5G analyses the
surroundings in real time and uses AI to
give images depth, lighting enhancement
and clarity to give you that DSLR feeling.

Night Mode

Single Take
No more fumbling through camera modes.
Shoot once, capture up to 14 ways. Artiﬁcial
Intelligence automatically snaps videos,
gifs and stills simultaneously so you can
choose the best shot, every time.

Intelligent Inﬁnity-O Display
See clearly, even in the sun with an
ultra-bright screen.⁵ The stunning 6.7”
intelligent display is designed to constantly
adjust the blue light ﬁlter to help care for
your eyes. Our toughest display ever, the
120Hz display makes scrolling feel
oh-so-smooth with adaptive screen
performance to reduce battery strain.

All-day fast charging battery
With 4,800mAh (typical) all-day battery,
Galaxy S21+ 5G has the power to last.⁶ It
also charges superfast, so you get hours of
power from only minutes of charge.⁷

Super-fast processor
The fastest chip ever in Galaxy. Built to
enable lasting power and performance with
the next-gen Exynos 2100 chipset.

Seriously fast 5G
Stream, download, and post at seriously
fast speeds with incredible 5G technology.⁸

Shoot like a pro, even in low light. Capture
signiﬁcantly brighter images⁴ with our
increased image sensor which is designed
to take in more light to produce richer
photos, even in the dark.

1. 8K video only records 24 fps. To view videos in 8K quality, a compatible 8K device is required (sold separately). 2. Adaptive Frame Rate is supported in ‘FHD Auto’ resolution only. 3. 30x Space Zoom includes digital
zoom, which may cause some image deterioration. 4. When compared to Galaxy S10 series. Results may vary. 5. When compared to Galaxy S20. 6. Actual rated (i.e. minimum) battery capacity value may vary by up
to 3%. Battery life depends on usage and other factors. 7. 25W charger required, sold separately 8. Available on selected plans on eligible 5G networks. Current availability is limited to major capital city CBDs and
other select high trafﬁc areas. Actual speeds achievable will vary depending on service availability and other factors..

Galaxy S21
S21 | S21+ | S21 Ultra 5G

FAMILY COMPARISON

Galaxy S21 Ultra 5G

Galaxy S21+ 5G

Galaxy S21 5G

Starting from

Starting from

Starting from

Display

Display

Display

6.8” Inﬁnity-O Display¹

6.7” Inﬁnity-O Display¹

6.2” Inﬁnity-O Display¹
Dynamic AMOLED 2X w/ 48~120Hz refresh

$1,849 RRP (128GB)

$1,549 RRP (128GB)

$1,249 RRP (128GB)

Dynamic AMOLED 2X w/ 10~120Hz refresh

Dynamic AMOLED 2X w/ 48~120Hz refresh

3200 x 1440 WQHD+ | 515ppi

2400 x 1080 FHD+ | 394ppi

2400 x 1080 FHD+ | 421ppi

75.6 x 165.1 x 8.9mm | 228g

75.6 x 161.4 x 7.8 mm | 202g

71.2 x 151.7 x 7.9 mm | 171g

Camera

Camera

Camera

12MP Ultra Wide [Dual Pixel] AF f/2.2 + 108MP Wide
[PD] OIS f/1.8 ] + 10MP Tele1 [3x optical Dual Pixel]
OIS f/2.4 + 10MP Tele2 [10x optical Dual Pixel] OIS
f/4.9 + Laser AF

12MP Ultra Wide f/2.2 + 12MP Wide [Dual
Pixel] OIS f/1.8 + 64MP Tele [3x optical] OIS
f/2.0

12MP Ultra Wide f/2.2 + 12MP Wide [Dual
Pixel] OIS f/1.8 + 64MP Tele [3x optical] OIS
f/2.0

100x Space Zoom2 | Dual Optical Zoom lenses 3x |10x

30x Space Zoom2 | 3x Optical Zoom

30x Space Zoom2 | 3x Optical Zoom

Live Focus | Zoom Lock | Super Steady | Directors
View | Night Mode | Single Take

Live Focus | Zoom Lock | Super Steady | Directors
View | Night Mode | Single Take

Live Focus | Zoom Lock | Super Steady | Directors
View | Night Mode | Single Take

40 MP AF f/2.2

10 MP AF Dual Pixel f/2.2

10 MP AF Dual Pixel f/2.2

Performance

Performance

Performance

5nm Octa-Core Exynos 2100

5nm Octa-Core Exynos 2100

5nm Octa-Core Exynos 2100

12GB | 16GB RAM3 (LPDDR5)

8GB RAM (LPDDR5)

8GB RAM (LPDDR5)

128GB | 256GB | 512GB internal memory⁴

128GB | 256GB internal memory⁴

128GB | 256GB internal memory⁴

5,000mAh (typical) battery
w/25W super-fast charging⁵

4,800mAh (typical) battery
w/super-fast charging⁵

4,000mAh (typical) battery
w/super-fast charging⁵

Wireless Charging | Wireless PowerShare⁶

Wireless Charging | Wireless PowerShare⁶

Wireless Charging | Wireless PowerShare⁶

5G Connectivity | WiFi 6e⁷

5G Connectivity⁷

5G Connectivity⁷

Ultrasonic Fingerprint w/ secure processor

Ultrasonic Fingerprint w/ secure processor

Ultrasonic Fingerprint w/ secure processor

Samsung Pay⁸

Samsung Pay⁸

Samsung Pay⁸

Samsung DeX

Samsung DeX

Samsung DeX

AKG Stereo Sound
Motion Mirror

AKG Stereo Sound
Motion Mirror

AKG Stereo Sound
Motion Mirror

S Pen Compatibility9
1. Screen measured diagonally without accounting for the rounded corners. Actual viewable area may be less due to the rounded corners and camera. 2. Space Zoom includes digital zoom, which may cause some image deterioration. 3. 16GB RAM only available on Galaxy S21 Ultra 512GB variant 4. User-accessible memory (UAM) depends on pre-installed content, up to
approximately 104.5GB (128GB variant) and 460GB (512GB variant). 5. Actual rated (i.e. minimum) battery capacity value may vary by up to 3%. Battery life depends on usage and other factors. Actual battery life varies by network environment, features and apps used, frequency of calls and messages, number of times charged, and many other factors. Please see user
manual for instructions on how to care for the battery and achieve optimum battery life. 25W charger required for super-fast charging, sold separately. 6. Wireless charger and cord sold separately. Wireless charger requires power connection. Wireless PowerShare is compatible with devices that support WPC Qi wireless charging. Requires at least 30% battery life on
device. 7. Available on selected plans on eligible 5G networks. Current availability is limited to major capital city CBDs and other select high trafﬁc areas. Actual speeds achievable will vary depending on service availability and other factors. 8. Samsung Pay is available with participating payment networks, banks and merchants and is only compatible with selected cards
and Samsung Devices. 9. Compatible Galaxy S Pen sold separately. Does not support Bluetooth functionality.

